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Dear Dick, 

The yellow on the reverse sideof this paper is not the result of some special, 
secret—police treatment. I have been given an entire carton of out—of—date ezalid paper, 
and that saves buying anymcept for fancy letters and final copies of ms's. 

You did noteave time toeet a copy of the local paper because the girls came to take 
you to the airport. I don't know whether you were being polite of whether you really wanted 
to see the reaction of t e local paper to your appearance in this stronghold of reaction. 
Therefore, I send it. 

The veni ane vidi are nothing to the zest vioi reflected in the next day's editorial, 
also enclosed. ecnember, this is a Hitcher paper. When they editorialize like this, brother, 
you are getting through! I regard both the story and the editorial as not inconsiderable 
proofe that you are crossine all political lines and prejudices. 

You were obviously tired, hence there are a couple of things I didn't go into. One 
in particular intern is me, your offhand cement that tie, real shooter in the "ing assassina-
tion was aubsequentlY killed in Birmingham. I know you went take time to write me, but if 
you could find time eo sit down at a tape recorder, any kind, any speed, the first you seo 
when you have a free moment, and tell me whatever you know, it souk be of some importance. 
Your own arcane sciences tell you that I an psychic or have certain such powers. Well, 
please take it on this basis or on faith that this can be important in weys you can't 
enderstend (and I'm not off on a saveeleamee—Earl—Ray kick). I don't care lieu inconsequential 
the detail, if y ou remember it, please include it. And if there is anything that I should 
keep to myself to protect your source, please tell me that, too. 

If there is no hazard to your source, I'd like much to be in touch with him or her. 
This exactly coincides with an important thing, something I picked up separately quite 
some tieeega. 

Many legal precedents are involved in the tray case. What happ.ne in it can have 
a serious effect on the rights of others. Thin may not be readily ape-rent to you, but it 
is not only the fact but it is worrying federal authprity very, very much. Thus the stout 
effort to deny him a trial, even an evidentiary hearing to determine whether he enjoyed 
all his legal rights or whether ee is now entitled to a trial. They don't dare let him go 
to trial, which is a separate matter, because there is no chance of convicting him. My 
investigation has gone much further than the book reflects. They, if he should come to 
trial and eat acquitted, he is Janine to further prosecution uncle' the provisions of the 
extradition treaty, and here also there would be a series of legal precedents of potentially 
great importance to otherr, especially voluntary or forced exiles. T9 put it _mother way, 
the defense of Ray is really the defense of all minorities who suffer legal persecution 
and provides an exceptionally promising ::.sans of establishing these rights. 

Hope you find the time to return for a few days of relaxation, as you hoped. 

best regards, 

Harold Weisberg 


